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Action games online, TERA rookies should be careful? The following is an exclusive offer for the
player, Tera novice players precautions. To control the fast startup and tricks.

1. TERA all fighting for the crosshairs

All the characters in the TERA to crosshairs of the center of the screen to target monster, and attack
and use skills. Cross Hairs is the center of the screen can often be seen in an FPS or TPS shooter
the cross as the focus. In addition to the magic of the magician or WAN WAN ritual and career skills
with blood, most of the rest of the attack technology can not evade the rules of the cross.

Each cross hairs occupation will look different, but there are two places is the same. First, the
crosshairs 11 hours, the management at the target monster. The second is the crosshairs five hours
management and distance of the target monster.

2. Interface TERA user

When rookies in the game for the first time the interface is TERA user is very simple. Which
includes only the value of physical role, fatigue, physical targets, the mini-map, interface skills, chat
window, there is a transparent card is optional. This is the first screen of the TERA is a battle
screen. The high action, fighting, continues to convert the position and move to minimize the
number of interface to provide a vision of a wider battle for players.

In short, the interface TERA user is divided into combat mode and full screen mode. The battle
mode can only see the battle that must be a small amount of the interface. As a friend to apply for
the Association to apply for the team to implement related social functions are able to see the full
user mode interface. It is also worth mentioning is that when other players to apply for the team in
the top right of the screen prompt appears, the sound effect will be issued at that time, players need
to spend a complete user interface and the point of accepting the confirmation team to complete the
group. Some players may start you can not feel comfortable, but many will be familiar.

3. Tera skills and hotbar

Shortcut keys K to open the skills window, then the skills to take the shortcut bar, you can use. The
user interface of battle mode TERA skill bar shortcut for the MMORPG is shorter, which is
considering most players as the phenomenon of common competences on a position 5 TERA
support shortcut key skills for 1 to 6 and F1 to F6. And when the switch to the mode user interface -
a complete user interface, you can see other hidden skills bar.

4. TERA card and the distinction

This section does not played against the previous area to distinguish the game players explain.

TERA the map is more than digital maps - structural subdivision map composition, in the case of the
open world map, you will see many fields. When you click the name of a region, it will open the map
of this area is divided into several small areas of the map of the area, then click opens the map of
this small region.

5. TERA monster is not singular, but a group
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TERA continues the tradition of the area Daguai MMORPG mode TERA monster most of the blame
for an elite group with a form of crowd. As a whole group of monsters in a cognitive for players, that
makes four to five with a group of monsters attack came for the players.

In addition, most of the monster TERA violent and ability, physical strength falls below a certain
value, will from time to time in a rage - are the red eyes or body of the monster in the form State the
duration of the violent state of seconds, but extremely powerful, and at that time, players must be a
temporary retirement from the firing zone of the monster as well, to avoid damage.
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